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This article examines how the author used a transparent data migration
facility tool to perform large-scale data migration.

This article discusses my experience migrating large numbers
of production ADABAS volumes as part of a major DASD
portfolio refresh. This migration took place while I was

working for a large U.S./UK financial institution. In particular, this
article will focus on the use of the TDMF product from Softek, a
transparent data migration facility.

Traditionally, data migration for the storage manager consisted of
two routes. For SMS managed pools, new volumes can be added and
over time, the old volumes drained and removed once any problem
datasets have been addressed. For volumes where this cannot be
achieved, such as database applications that require continuous
access to the data, the data can be moved with DFSMSdss (or an
equivalent product) at either the dataset or entire volume level. Any
DSS type solution requires a data outage during the course of the
move. These limitations on data migration lead to standard method-
ologies for planning migration work, refined by storage administra-
tors over time, but still require application downtime for the majority
of the effort — usually at the most inconvenient times of the night!

Imagine replacing two entire disk subsystems where most of the
data consists of large ADABAS databases, each spanning 50 to 100
or more volumes, where data migration was complex due to the large
number of multi-volume datasets. Easy enough, you say. However,
add to that the restriction of making the entire migration work in
three two-hour slots. Welcome to data migration with TDMF.

TDMF OVERVIEW

TDMF (Transparent Data Migration Facility) is a mainframe
(and Open Systems) software product from Softek, formerly
Amdahl and now part of Fujitsu. The product enables individual
MVS DASD volumes to be migrated to new physical devices while
active and in use, including being accessed for write as well as read
requests. The software can also be used to take point-in-time copies
of volumes that may then be brought online to other hosts (or
online to the same host with offline volume access software). In
this article, I will discuss the migration functions (known as a swap
migration) of the product only.

HOW DOES THE MIGRATION WORK?

TDMF runs as a batch job on the host or hosts for which a vol-
ume migration is to be performed. The jobs make an initial copy of
the source volumes and then monitor all subsequent write activity

to the volumes, duplicating these writes to the targets of the copy
process, as shown in Figure 1. This mirroring process continues,
with TDMF periodically checking that the source and target vol-
umes are in-sync and writing updates as necessary. When volumes
are synchronized, a swap request can be issued. At this point,
TDMF suspends I/O to both volumes (see Figure 2), and swaps the
UCB information of the source and target volume. If the swap is
successful, the original source volume is placed offline and the new
target becomes the original volume. See Figure 3. This exchange is
completely transparent to the user. The swap is managed across all
LPARs involved in the migration and the exchange can occur even
if updates are being made to the source volume. If the migration
cannot be successfully completed at any point, then TDMF aborts
the migration process with no impact on the source volume.

MANAGING MULTI-HOST ENVIRONMENTS

TDMF supports multi-host environments. Each migration
process runs a master task on one LPAR (usually the LPAR with
the most write activity) and agent tasks on the remaining LPARS.
The processes communicate with each other via a control dataset
on DASD, returning information on updates from other hosts, per-
formance statistics and controlling the swap process on each of
those hosts. It is essential that TDMF is able to detect any updates
that may be made to a volume during the migration process. Failure
to ensure all systems are monitored could result in data loss. In
order to ensure data integrity, during our migrations, I ran a batch
agent task on all LPARs rather than varying volumes offline, sim-
ply to be confident of trapping any possible updates. Running with
multiple LPARs does slow down the swap process due to the
increased coordination overhead; therefore, an option is to shut
down any non-essential LPARs while migrating.

FIGURE 1: SYNCHRONIZATION PROCESS 
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NON-MIGRATEABLE DATA

Almost any data can be migrated via TDMF, except for those vol-
umes containing datasets that do not tolerate a delay in volume
access, such as SMS control datasets or XCF control datasets. It is
possible to move JES2 checkpoint and spool volumes; however, in
that case, there are parameter considerations. The TDMF
Installation and Reference Manual provides details of exception
data that must either be managed or excluded from TDMF process-
ing. You can find more details on TDMF on the Softek Web site at
www.softek.fujitsu.com.

THE CHALLENGE

Within our environment, we used TDMF to facilitate the
replacement of old DASD subsystems to new subsystems. In total,
approximately 2,500 3390-3 volumes were targeted for replacement.
As part of this migration, some data was being moved to subsys-
tems from a different vendor, requiring a host-based solution. Very
quickly, SMS pooled data was migrated on a per-volume basis,
submitting TDMF batch jobs migrating between eight and 24
volumes concurrently. Most of this work was performed during the
online day. The main considerations for numbers of jobs being
submitted were data class (production or development) and the
number of source and target channels available on the subsystems
being migrated. Softek recommends that you not run more concur-
rent tasks than there are available channels; however, in practice, I
found that for development migrations I could step this up signifi-
cantly and allow TDMF to manage any performance issues.

The first part of the migration project was a simple task migrating
easily manageable data. However, the majority of the production
DASD contained ADABAS databases — consisting of large
multi-volume datasets, typically 50 to 100 volumes per dataset.
This represented more of a challenge. Obviously, the loss of a
single volume during the migration could mean restoring a huge
number of volumes from backups and it was simply not a practical
solution to rely on using backups and restores within the mainte-
nance window of two to three hours. There was also no scope to
extend the backup window, as online batch processing required all
available time up to the start of the following online day.

THE SOLUTION

After a certain degree of head scratching, I decided that volume
migrations would take place with databases down, despite our testing
proving TDMF could move single ADABAS volumes without issue.
I could then migrate entire databases, as databases were always
placed on their own unique volumes and were not shared. As a backup
strategy, if TDMF failed and corrupted any volumes, I would still
have the old data (in its entirety) on disk varied offline and it would
be easy to reformat and bring online the original volumes and restore
the databases to the point before TDMF migration started.

Our maintenance slot for any migration work was 10 p.m. to 1
a.m. each Saturday. During this time, I would take the databases
down, perform the volume migrations, validate our results, and
bring the databases back up. With 600 volumes to migrate, there
would have been no way of using standard volume copying tools to
move the data, even with the benefit of having the databases down.

I estimated eight minutes per volume for our TDMF migrations
from the SMS pool moves already performed. For DFSMSdss,
volume copies took approximately five minutes per 3390-3 device,
or 12 per hour/per job. This would have equated to 10 hours with
five concurrent copy processes continually running! TDMF took
slightly longer to copy volumes due to the delay in managing the
synchronization process between multiple LPARs. In practice, copy
times were similar to DFSMSdss.

Our TDMF solution started the copy process at 12 p.m., 10 hours
before the actual migration would start. I planned to move 300 vol-
umes per weekend over two consecutive weekends with a third
weekend as a contingency in case one of the migrations failed.
TDMF has a maximum of 128 volumes per migration process
(except on a single system where the limit is 64), divided by the
number of LPARs involved in the migration process. Therefore, as
I had data accessed by four LPARs, I was able to submit 32 volumes
per process, each consisting of four batch jobs. It is worth noting
that for large-scale migrations, a large number of batch initiators
need to be reserved for the duration of the migration work. In our
case, I ran the jobs for 10 hours until the cutover at 10 p.m. I ran 10
migration processes concurrently, so 40 batch initiators were used
within the Sysplex. TDMF requires storage for the master and agent
processes. The documentation for the product details the calcula-
tions to determine storage requirements. It may be necessary to
consider restricting the number of concurrent tasks due to storage
and initiator availability.

In order to cause minimal impact on production performance, we
staggered the start times of the migration jobs. TDMF has pacing
options to vary the number of concurrent tracks being copied at any
one time. I chose to use Reverse Pacing, which starts copying one
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FIGURE 3: VOLUME STATUS AFTER EXCHANGE 

FIGURE 2: VOLUME IDENTITY SWAP 
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track per I/O, increasing or decreasing the
number of tracks per I/O (to a maximum of
15) depending on whether any impact to per-
formance is detected. This option ensured I
caused minimal impact to the production
environment during this sync-up period.

When volumes under TDMF migration
reach a point when they are in synchro-
nization, then a volume migration can
occur. The user may choose to perform an
immediate migration as soon as a volume
is ready (as was performed during our
SMS migrations) or instruct the master job
to wait for the command to perform the
swap. It is also possible to configure TDMF
to perform migrations only once all volumes
are ready to be swapped. In our case, I chose
to allow migrations to proceed only on com-
mand and to force all migrations in a single
batch job to be migrated at the same time.

After approximately eight hours, all batch
jobs had reached the point where migration
was ready to occur. At this stage, TDMF
monitored the volumes for any changes and
applied them to the target migration vol-
umes. Some active volumes saw hundreds
of update cycles (refreshes) while waiting to
be exchanged, while others only required a
handful of refreshes. At 10 p.m., the
ADABAS databases were closed.

TDMF provides a TSO interface for
monitoring the status of executing batch
jobs. The TSO monitor allows stored mes-
sages from each job to be viewed, to
examine performance statistics and to
issue commands. The TSO monitor was
used to order each of the 10 batch jobs to
perform a swap of all volumes.

This process took approximately 20 min-
utes. It is necessary for TDMF to lock each
volume on each of the shared LPARs, coor-
dinating the process via the shared dataset.
Once volumes are swapped, the new target
volumes were released and the original
source volumes were placed offline. Once
all migrations had completed, the databases
were brought up in read-only mode for
verification to occur. The DBAs quickly
confirmed that the migration was successful
and normal batch processing continued.

Over the course of two weekends, all 600
ADABAS volumes were successfully
migrated, repeating the process of synchro-
nizing the source and target volumes during
the online day and migrating after databases
were closed. For the most part, everything
went smoothly. We did, however, encounter
a few problems.

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED

TDMF monitors all channel commands
issued to a disk. Any request that cannot be
understood (for example, EMC software
talking to an EMC device) causes TDMF to
abort a volume copy. This problem occurred
during the first migration and required us to
close EMC Symmetrix Manager on all
LPARs and to restart one of the migration
tasks. Fortunately, this occurred early in the
synchronization phase and we did not lose
any time. Bear in mind that a single failure
in a group of volumes that must migrate
together will cause all of the volume migra-
tions in that group to fail.

Secondly, one of the TDMF batch jobs
abended on termination. After a quick call
to TDMF support, they confirmed that the
problem was a known issue and determined
that it did not cause data corruption.

SUMMARY

TDMF proved to be a solid and reliable
migration tool, meeting our requirements of
mass data migration with a minimum of
outage and user impact. In situations where
disk vendor-based solutions cannot be used,
TDMF is invaluable. In our case, it allowed
our migration work to be completed within
extremely tight deadlines and parameters. If
I have one criticism of TDMF, it is with the
coding of parameters in the batch jobs
(which must be done via column counting)
and is difficult to do safely without reference
to the manual. Our next challenge is migrat-
ing Open Systems data to new subsystems.
Perhaps we will consider using the Open
Systems version of TDMF...  
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